Light it up!
Light Tape® is the longest, thinnest, brightest, and most durable electroluminescent light in the
world, that bends around any surface creating a true solid state system with complete and even
illumination.
Light Tape's® patented lamps are infinitely versatile- thin as a credit card, cool to the touch, and
costs a fraction of what LED, neon or fluorescent lighting systems cost to operate & maintain,
available in many sizes and colors that can fit to any application. With Light Tape®, you have the
possibility to turn anything into light.
Easy Installation: Flexible illumination of 30
meters or more with a single connection.
Cut your installation time by 75%.

Thin & Wide: Thinner than a credit card and
nearly a meter wide. Light Tape® can fit into
any tight area and cover any surface with ease.

Unmatched Durability: Heavy load capable, vibration and impact resistant. Able
to withstand high physical impact and still
illuminate.

Made in the USA: Top quality, built with
pride, utilizing the best materials and
manufactured to last.

Energy Efficient: Light Tape® uses 40%
less power than traditional LEDs at equal
brightness.
Custom Cut Shapes: Illuminate non-symmetric shapes with a uniform mirror image
light source. Allow your creativity to determine your lights design.

No Heat Problems: Unlike LEDs, Light Tape®
can run for 40,000 hours and never get hot.
Plus operates in extreme temperatures.
Even Illumination: No hot or cold spots at
any size, a uniform light source without the
need for diffusion.
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How Light Tape® works.

Our patented Light Tape® employs Electroluminescent (EL)
technology. Light Tape® illuminates consistently over an entire
surface area and offers a bend radius that wraps around your
little finger. Only the best materials are used. It contains
neither glass nor gas and generates no heat. Compared with
other EL technologies, Light Tape® is over 2.5 times brighter at
the same current, which translates into a longer commercial
lifetime.
 All this and thinner than a credit card
Light Tape® is manufactured in the United States by
Electro-LuminX™ Lighting Corporation.
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